Introduction

A pair (X, Y) of random variables is called exchangeable (or symmetric), if (X, Y) and (Y , X)
have the same distribution. Obviously exchangeable random variables are necessarily identically distributed but not vice versa. Trying to quantify asymmetry of identically distributed (continuous) random variables, copulas naturally come into play. In fact, if X, Y have both distribution function F and F is continuous, by Sklar's theorem (X, Y) is exchangeable if, and only if, the copula A coincides with its transpose A t (see Section 2) . Independently of each other, Nelsen [11] as well as Klement & Mesiar [7] is ful lled, implying that the area of the support supp(A) of each such copula A is at most . For a discussion of the multivariate case we refer to [5] .
In the current paper we replace d∞ by the metric D on the family of all two-dimensional copulas C as introduced in [12] and study analogous questions. Working with (mutually) completely dependent copulas we rst show max A∈C D (A, A t ) = and then provide a surprisingly simple and handy representation of all copulas A ful lling D (A, A t ) = . Based on this representation we then provide examples showing that, contrary to the case of maximal d∞-asymmetry, copulas with maximal D -asymmetry can have full support, and study the interrelation of maximal d∞-and D -asymmetry. In particular, we prove that for each A with maximal D -asymmetry we have d∞(A, A t ) ∈ [ , ] and that for each A with maximal d∞-asymmetry we have
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 gathers some preliminaries and notations that will be used throughout the paper. Section 3 rst solves a minimization problem in the class of all completely dependent copulas and provides a characterization of all mutually completely dependent copulas with maximal D -asymmetry. The afore-mentioned general handy characterization/representation of all copulas with maximal D -asymmetry is presented in Section 4. Section 5 contains the comparison of the two notions quantifying asymmetry and the Appendix complements some tedious calculations concerning the minimization problem in Section 3.
Notation and Preliminaries
For every metric space (Ω, d) the Borel σ-eld on Ω will be denoted by B(Ω), δx will denote the Dirac measure (concentrated) at x ∈ Ω. λ and λ will denote the Lebesgue measure on B(R) and B(R ) respectively. For every probability measure ν on B(Ω) the support of ν, i.e. the complement of the union of all open sets U ful lling ν(U) = , will be denoted by supp(ν).
In the sequel C will denote the family of all two-dimensional copulas, P C the family of all doubly stochastic measures, i.e. the family of all probability measures on B([ , ] ) whose marginals are uniformly distributed on [ , ] . For every C ∈ C the corresponding doubly stochastic measure will be denoted by µ C , d∞ will denote the uniform metric on C, given by
|A(x, y) − B(x, y)|.
As usual, M denotes the minimum copula, Π the product copula, W the lower Fréchet-Hoe ding bound, and A t the transpose of A ∈ C, de ned by
For further background on copulas we refer to [2] and [10] . To keep notation simple and consistent throughout the paper we will let A, B, C (and the corresponding versions with subindices) denote copulas, E, U, V , S will denote Borel sets, H will denote two-dimensional distribution functions, F and G univariate distribution functions.
Suppose that (Ω , d ) and (Ω , d ) are metric spaces. A Markov kernel from Ω to B(Ω ) is a mapping
is measurable for every xed E ∈ B(Ω ) and E → K(x, E) is a probability measure for every xed x ∈ Ω . Given real-valued random variables X, Y on a probability space (Ω, A, P), a Markov kernel
holds P-a.e. It is well known that for each pair (X, Y) of real-valued random variables a regular conditional [ , ]
so in particular [ , ] (2) . For more details and properties of conditional expectation, regular conditional distributions, and disintegration see [6] and [8] . For examples underlining the usefulness of Markov kernels in the copula setting we refer, for instance, to [3, 13, 14] as well as to [2] and the reference therein.
T will denote the family of all λ-preserving transformations on [ , ] , T b the subclass of all bijections in T. A copula C will be called completely dependent (mutually completely dependent) if there exists a transforma-
is a Markov kernel of C. C d will denote the family of all completely dependent copulas, A h will denote the completely dependent copula induced by h ∈ T. For alternative characterizations of (mutual) complete dependence we refer to [12] and the reference therein.
The metric D on C is de ned by
According to [12] (also see [2, 3] ) the resulting metric space (C, D ) is complete and separable, convergence with respect to D implies convergence with respect to d∞ (but not vice versa) and max A,B∈C D (A, B) = .
Maximal D -asymmetry of completely dependent copulas
As already mentioned in the introduction, according to [7, 11] 
A straightforward calculation (see Appendix) yields
where C h ,h denotes the copula de ned by
) and we get
.
) and
. Considering f h ,h ( ) = it follows that f h ,h attains its global minimum at the point , and we get
Remark 3.1. The minimum can also be attained at a point α ≠ . Consider t ∈ ( , ) and let
and for every α ∈ (t, ) we get
Hence D (Cα , Π) is minimal for every α ∈ [t, ].
Example 3.2. Consider Cα
The value attained by the copula C in Example 3.2 is as close as we can possibly get to Π. In fact, for arbitrary A , A ∈ C d with corresponding transformations h , h ∈ T we have
with equality if and only if C h ,h (y, y) = on [ , ] and C h ,h (y, y) = y − on y ∈ [ , ]. The following theorem adds some equivalent conditions to this observation.
Theorem 3.3. Suppose that h , h ∈ T. Then the following conditions are equivalent for the corresponding completely dependent copulas A :=
A h , A := A h . (a) D A +A , Π = , (b) C h ,h (y, y) = δ W (y), (c) h − h = [ , ] |h (x) − h (x)|dλ(x) = , (d) D (A , A ) = (i.
e. A and A have maximum D -distance).
Proof. The equivalence of (a) and (b) has already been shown, the fact that (c) and (d) are equivalent was proved in [12] . It therefore su ces to show that (b) and (c) are equivalent, which can be done as follows: Using Proposition 15 in [12] (saying that the D -distance of two completely dependent copulas coincides with the L -distance of the corresponding λ-preserving transformations) we get
so (b) implies (c). To complete the proof set δ (y) := C h ,h (y, y) and assume that δ W (y ) < δ (y ) holds for some y ∈ ( , ). Considering continuity of δ the fact that h − h < holds follows immediately. We now turn to the situation h = h ∈ T b , h = h − and start with the following example. 
Maximal D -asymmetry of general copulas
We now turn to the general situation and provide necessary and su cient conditions for a copula A ∈ C to have maximal D -asymmetry (Φ A,A t as at the end of Section 2). 
Proof. The equivalence of the rst and the second assertion is a direct consequence of the results in [12] (for all copulas A, B the function Φ A,B is Lipschitz-continuous with Lipschitz constant 2 and bounded from above by the tent map T(y) = min{ y, ( − y)}).
The fact that the second condition implies the third one can be proved as follows. Considering
dλ (x) it follows immediately that the set
[ , ]) = }, applying Sche é's theorem ([1]) and disintegration we get = Φ A,A t = [ , ]
Additionally considering
the last two identities in eq. (7) and λ(U) = follow immediately and it remains to show that U ful lls λ(U ∩ ( , ]) = . Eq. c ) and the fact that µ A is doubly stochastic we get
(7) implies µ A ((U ×[ , ])\([ , ]×U)) = . Hence, using ([ , ]×U) c = (( , ]×U)∪([ , ]×U
where r = λ(U ∩( , ]). In case of r < we would get (r) = r < , so r ≥ holds. Considering µ A (U ×( , ]) = , µ A (( , ] × U) = and proceeding analogously yields r ≤ , from which we nally get λ(U ∩ ( , ]) = .
In case assertion three is ful lled, disintegration implies that both K A (x, [ , ]) = U (x) and K A t (x, [ , ]) = U c (x) hold λ-a.e., from which, considering
| U (x) − U c (x)|dλ(x) = the second assertion follows immediately. 
Lemma 4.2. Suppose that κ(A) = and that U is a Borel set ful lling eq. (7). Then there exists a measurable partition of [ , ]
into sets U , V , U , V of length ful lling the following properties:
, there exist copulas C , C , C , C ∈ C such that the following identity holds for all x, y ∈ [ , ]: 
Having this, µ A (( , ] × [ , ]) = follows and, using eq. (11), we get
The proof of eq. (9) is now a straightforward application of Sklar's Theorem and the fact that the sets
The reverse implication of Lemma 4.2 holds as well: 
is a copula with maximum D -asymmetry.
Proof. First of all notice that the distribution functions F , F , G , G are absolutely continuous and let ν F , ν F , ν G , ν G denote the corresponding probability measures on B([ , ]). It is clear from eq. (12) and Sklar's theorem that A is two-dimensional distribution function. Since A also ful lls the boundary conditions of a copula, A ∈ C follows and it su ces to prove κ(A) = , which can be done as follows: Setting A (x, y) := C (F (x), G (y)) yields a continuous distribution function A , whose corresponding probability measure ϑ A ful lls ϑ A ([ , ] ) = as well as
Proceeding in the same manner yields
, F (y)), and proceeding in the same man-
from which, setting U = U ∪ U the assertion follows as direct consequence of Theorem 4.1.
Summing up, we have proved the following handy characterization of all copulas with maximum Dasymmetry. 
Replacing the sets U , U in [14] for the de nition of the singular component).
We conclude this section with an additional example illustrating that copulas with maximum D -asymmetry (contrary to copulas with maximal d∞-asymmetry) may distribute mass on the full unit square. Due to the simple form of copulas with maximum d∞-asymmetry (see [7, 11] ) it is possible to calculate the D -asymmetry for all these copulas.
Theorem 5.4. All copulas A ∈ C with d∞(
follows, and for x ∈ ( , ] we have
Using change of coordinates and disintegration we easily get
( y − )dλ(y) = .
Proceeding analogously for
with (i, j) ∈ { , , } yields
from which we immediately get D (A, A t ) = + = .
Combining Theorem 5.3 and Theorem 5.4 shows that there exists no copula having both, maximum d∞-asymmetry and maximum D -asymmetry.
In the sequel we derive the formulas for f h ,h as mentioned at the beginning of Section 3. Doing so we consider four di erent cases and consider C h ,h (y, y)dλ(y) − [ , ] yC h ,h (y, y)dλ(y). y − y + yC h ,h (y, y) dλ(y) = − + [ , ] yC h ,h (y, y)dλ(y) = − + [ , ] yC h ,h (y, y)dλ(y).
